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- " * INTRODUCTION
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g 1 The construction of a reentrant cold source at the Brookhaven High Flux

5
u

I
•5 Beam Reactor over the past few years, and its sucessful operation since 1981,
*g ̂  have made available an intense long wavelength neutron source that is ideally

&J suited for the investigation of complex biological structures [I]- This de-
| u velopment and the more recent increase in reactor power to 60 MW.encouraged
w 3 t n e construction of a new small-angle neutron diffraction instrument.
a B

• J| In an independent effort, instrumentation was developed for small angle
JJ . diffraction at the National Synchrotron Light Source. Synchrotron radiation
H f« provides a broad spectrum, naturally collimated, high intensity source of x-

rays which opens up new approaches to the study of biological structures using
small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). Anomalous scattering can be used to
phase the diffraction profile or, alternatively, to locate anomalous scat-
tering sites. Marginal experiments with weak biological scatterers using
conventional laboratory sources become feasible, and dynamic analyses of
structural changes using x-rays as a probe may be undertaken.

The neutron spectrometer and the small angle x-ray scattering instrument
are made available to outside experimenters. The Brookhaven Biology Depart-
ment acts as host for external users. Prospective users should submit a
proposal which will be reviewed by a subcommittee of the NSLS Program Advisory
Committee or the Neutron Users Advisory Committee, and beam time allocated.

The following description of the small angle facilities emphasizes the
characterization of the primary beam of the neutron instrument, and the
spectrometer control logic of the synchrotron instrument.

I. THE H9B NEUTRON SMALL ANGLE DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENT.

The H9B spectrometer is designed for classical small angle structural
investigations on biological assemblies. The unique possibility of
positioning the two-dimensional detector at scattering angles up to 45°
extends the capabilities of this facility to measuring diffraction from ori-
ented lamellar or fibre specimens. Before we describe the components of the
instr-i*ient we summarize, in Table 1, its diffraction characteristics.



Table 1. Characteristics of H9B Small-Angle Spectrometer

Wavelength (>) 4 to 10 8
Wavelength resolution (A>/A) 0.06 to 0.15 (FWHK)
Beam divergence 14 min. hor., 37 min. vert.
Beam diameter at sample 6 mm typical (2 to 20 mm)
Flux at sample (5 &) lxlO6 to 2xlO6 nsec"1 cm"''
Best first-order resolution ~1000 8.
Best order-to-order resolution ~1500 8
Detector 17 x 17 cm; 128 x 128 pixel

COLD SOURCE

The cold neutron source at the Brookh;iven High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR)
is inserted into the tangential, horizontal beam thimble E9 [2] to within 74
cm of the center of the reactor core. At this distance, the thermal neutron
flux in the surrounding D2O reflector exceeds 2xlO14 nsec"1 cm"2 [3,4]. The
cold moderator itself, 1.4 liters of liquid hydrogen at 20°K and 5 atmo-
spheres, is contained in an oblate ellipsoidal chamber with a diameter of 20
cm and a maximal thickness of 7 cm [5].

Neutrons from the cold source are transferred to the monochromator by a
series of straight neutron guides [6], as shown in Figure 1. The inner neu-
tron guide at 84 cm from the cold source and pointing at its center is fully
illuminated for all wavelengths of interest. The neutron guides are inter-
rupted at the reactor wall to accommodate a liquid nitrogen cooled polycrys-
talline beryllium filter which eliminates, by scattering, thermal neutrons
with wavelengths <3.96 8.

The apparent source which is the exit aperture of the last neutron guide
has a cross sectional area of 24 x 50 mm2. Pinhole images of the apparent
source (Figure 2) were recorded with the two-dimensional detector. The hori-
zontal width of about 15 min., and the vertical width of about 36 min.s of the
central and most intense part in the pinhole image correspond to the angular
apertures of the shutter. A dead angle due to the guideless filter gap and to
an increase in guide dimensions confines those neutrons emerging directly from
the cold source and the inner neutron guides. Radiation with larger diver-
gence angles emerges after multiple reflections out to the critical glancing
angle of the wavelength considered.

The neutron flux spectrum in the apparent source was measured by using a
multilayer monochromator as an analyzar. The peak intensities recorded at
each rocking angle are shown in Figw.-e 3 as a function of the wavelength.
Superimposed on these data is a MaxwelJ.ian flux spectrum [7] calculated for an
apparent temperature of 35°K. This ncn-physical distribution (T cold source
— 20°K) serves a descriptive purpose only.

By comparing the cold spectrum with one measured under identical experi-
mental conditions on a beam through the evacuated moderator chamber, a gain
between 10 (> = 5 8) and 18 (> > 10 8) was calculated, as shown in Figure 3.



Fig. 1. Floor plan of the H9B beamline. The reentrant cold source, CS, is
part of the H9 plug, as are the inner Mi guide and the shutter, S.
Be is the beryllium filter. MC is the monochromator cavity. A and C
represent two other cold beam lines in the biological shield, BS.
RC is the reactor core, the shaded area is its thermal neutron
shield, end RW is the reactor wall.

Fig. 2. The angular distribution of neutrons emerging through a pinhole from
the center of the apparent source is mapped. The divergent beam was
recorded with the two-dimensional detector 340 cm from the pinhole.
The vertical (V) and horizontal (H) projections of the angle distri-
bution were obtained by averaging a few profiles near the center of
the peak. On the upper margin of these graphs a divergence angle
scale is given. The solid bars associated with the scales mark the
solid angles within which neutrons may emerge. These angular
regions were calculated by ray tracing. The gaps between bars indi-
cate dead angles due to the guideless filter gap and the step in
guide dimensions.

Fig. 3. The neutron flux spectrum in the apparent source is plotted on a
relative scale. The upper spectrum is that of the liquid hydrogen
moderated neutron beam (H2 20°K), and the lower spectrum was mea-
sured on a beam through the evacuated moderator chamber (empty).
The full line superimposed on the cold moderator spectrum is a
Maxwellian spectrum calculated for an apparent temperature of 35°K.
The shaded bar at 3.96 8 represents the wavelength cutoff of the Be
filter. In the insert, the gain due to the cold moderator is
plotted as a function of the wavelength.

MONOCHROMATOR

The length of the H9B beam line between reactor face and outer walls is
about 12 m. This spatial constraint makes it impossible to incorporate into
the beam line a bent neutron guide [8] of sufficient cross-sectional area.
The alternative straight guides transmit a beam poisoned by y-radiation and a
residual amount of fast neutrons that has not been eliminated by the beryllium
filter. It is therefore imperative to choose a crystal monochromator for
spatial separation of a primary beam from the incident radiation.

A multilayered monochromator [9] followed by a short collimator is used
to obtain a well defined primary beam with a large wavelength spread. The
monochromator plates are fabricated in this laboratory [10,11] by depositing
alternate thin layers of Fe and Mn on a flat glass substrate. The parameters
of a 5-8 monochromator are examples of characteristic dimensions. It is
built up of 180 bilayers with a thickness of 73 8 and has a uniform reflec-
tivity of about 80% across its area of 5 x 46 cm.

The monochromator is positioned close to the apparent source with its
diffracting planes parallel to a vertical axis. At this distance it is
illuminated essentially on its entire surface by neutrons of all divergence
angles. Since the first-order Bragg angle for cold neutrons scattered from a
multilayer with a repeat distance of 50 to 100 8 is small (2° to 5°), the
range of scattering angles covered by the divergent incident rays gives rise



to a wavelength band pass, Al/1, of 35 to 70%. Monochromatization within
narrower limits is achieved by selecting an appropriate bundle of diffracted
rays with the collimator.

The collimator consists of three exchangeable circular cadmium apertures,
equally spaced by 68 cm in a helium-filled tube. It is separated from the
monochromator by a massive vertical slit that serves as a beamstop to the
nonreflected raw beam.

This monochromatization scheme offers various advantages:

1. The wavelength can be tuned, as with any crystal monochromator, by
rotating the multilayer about its vertical axis. The wavelength spread (AA/>)
is essentially unaffected by changing the wavelength in this way.

2. Alternatively the wavelength can be changed quickly and at a fixed
beam geometry by replacing the multilayer monochromator by one having a dif-
ferent repeat distnxe. Because of the change in multilayer repeat distance,
there is a favorable increase in wavelength spread with increasing wavelength.

3. The wavelength spread can be adapted to experimental requirements at
any wavelength by selecting a multilayer with an appropriate bilayer spacing.
For instance, in a collimated beam of 5-S wavelength a A>/> of 6% can be
obtained from a multilayer with 50-& bilayer spacing, and a A>/> of 11% is
obtained from a monochromator with a bilayer spacing of IOC 8.

PRIMARY BEAM

A primary beam of 6-mm diameter at the sample is used for the majority of
the experiments. The solid angle subtended at the apparent source by a
straight 6-mm collimator is large enough to let neutrons pass with only minor
truncation of their angular distribution. Given the width of this distri-
bution and a sample-detector distance of 1 to 2 m, the size of a primary beam
in the detector plane depends primarily on the beam divergence. Therefore, 1c
is of great advantage to open up the entrance aperture of the collimator. The
resulting convergently collimated beam has a divergence that is increased only
insignificantly. The transmittance of the collimator, however, increases
dramatically, as shown in Figure 4.

One aspect of the wavelength distribution in the coilimated beam is the
wavelength gradient along a horizontal section. This gradient is due to the
use of a crystal monochromator. Its extent can be calculated from Bragg's
law. Neglecting a small wavelength-dependent term, one obtains in good approx-
imation A> = 2dA9, where d is the multilayer spacing and A9 the angle sub-
tended at the monochomator by the exit diaphragm of the collimator.

The largest contribution to the wavelength spread in the collimated beam
arises from the variety of rays passing through a given point In the last
collimating aperture. The wavelength spread in such a bunch of neutrons



scattered under different angles from different portions of the monochromator
is again defined by the above approximation. The smaller value of either the
divergence of the apparent source or the angular aperture of the collimator is
used for A9. Neutrons emerging near the edges of the collimator may have
angular distributions that are truncated by preceding collitnating apertures.
If, however, the entrance aperture of the collimator is opened sufficiently,
its exit aperture can be evenly illuminated. Under these conditions the
wavelength spread due to the sampling of extended areas on the monochromator
becomes independent of radial position in the beam.

The wavelength distribution in the full primary beam is described by
superimposing a series of local distributions on the wavelength gradient. The
wavelength spread is 8% (FWHM) in a characteristic convergently collimated 6
mm beam from a multilayer with a d-spacing of 75 ft. The (002) reflection of a
large Na—3-alumina crystal (d-spacing = 11.3 8) is routinely used to measure
wavelength, its spread, and the beam divergence.

The first-order resolution (minimum Q) of the diffraction instrument is
calculated from the smallest scattering angles defined by intersecting with
the detector plane extreme rays emerging from the collimator. The limited
resolution of the detector is taken into account by radially shifting these
rays by half a detector spacial resolution element. In Table 2, best first-
order resolutions are listed for cylindrical collimation and for maximal
sample-detector distance. The order-to-order resolution for the 6-mm beam is
comparable with the first-order resolution under these conditions, and it is
separately listed for the 4-mm beam. The order-to-order resolutions were
calculated from measured beam profiles.

Table 2. First-Order Resolution

Wavelength,

a
4
6
8

10

First-order
<&)

Collimation: 6 mm

310
460
620
770

resolution

4 mm

430
650
860

1070

Order-to-order
resolut ion (S)

4 fflTTI

600
900

1200
1500

Fig. 4. The measured flux at 5 8 (solid vertical bars) is plotted as a
function of the collimation geometry. The superimposed thin-lined
curves represent the calculated transmittance of the collimator-
monochromator combination. They are scaled by eye to the ex-
perimental observations. The flux scale on the right was obtained



by averaging flux measurements carried out by the users of the fa-
cility over a 9-month period with reactor power at 40 MH. Compiled
were data taken with wavelengths between 4.75 and 5.25 ft and a
wavelength spread (FWHM) of 8%. This flux scale was then expanded
by 50% to reflect the recent increase in reactor power to 60 MW.

SPECTROMETER

The H9B spectrometer (Figure 5) has a vertical sample axis. Oriented
specimens are mounted on a goniometer head or supported from the 40-cm sample
table 35 cm below the beam centerline. This table is sturdy enough to carry
cryostats or magnetic equipment. For solution scattering experiments there is
available a rotary sample changer with provisions for 8 samples, or a linear
changer with 11 positions. The sample axis is aligned into the beam by means
of a manually operated lateral motion that comprises the forward support of
the spectrometer.

The two-dimensional detector and its electronics ride on a carriage that
moves on a radial beam. The maximum sample—detector distance is 195 cm and
the minimum, 50 cm. The drift space between sample and detector is enclosed
by segments of a shielded and helium-flushed snout. The detector can be
raised and lowered along a vertical axis, and it can be translated manually
along a horizontal slide. The primary beam therefore can be centered anywhere
on the detector area. The radial beam with the detector pivots around the
sample axis to cover a scattering angle of 45°.

The experimenter interacts with the spectrometer through a keyboard of
the experiment control computer, a PDP 11-34 (Figure 6). At his disposition
are program sequences to facilitate the setup of new experiments. A library
can be built with information to conduct experiments automatically. Such
scans may involve all motions of the spectrometer, and a series of scans can
be queued for sequential execution. Events detected with the two-dimensional
detector are accumulated into an external memory array. Upon completion of
data accumulation, the data are stored on magnetic tape and simultaneously
added into a storage area on disk that is unique . to the sample under
investigation.

A graphics terminal (Tektronix 4014) is available for on-line monitoring
and preliminary analysis. An array manipulator is provided to manipulate,
combine, and correct data sets both for display and for permanent record. The
display routines include elementary statistical functions, isometric and pro-
file displays, mapping techniques, and routines to integrate data in various
ways.

Fig. 5. Schematic view of the H9B spectrometer.



Fig. 6. Components of spectrometer and experiment control. Three indepen-
dent systems are shown in the upper half of the flow chart, (i) The
motor control unit updates the spectrometer configuration in re-
sponse to requests from the experiment control computer. It
continuously displays status and position of all motors on an aux-
iliary screen. (ii) The position-sensitive detector system feeds
position decoded information into the multiport external memory.
(iii) The counter control starts or stops the flow of information
into external memory. At the same time, it updates single-channel
counters containing the total detector and monitor counts. The
experiment control computer (PDP 11-34) is shown in the lower half.

DETECTOR

The two-dimensional He-filled proportional counter has a sensitive area
of 17 by 17 cm, which is sampled by 128 by 128 picture elements. Its effi-
ciency to detect cold neutrons is better than 95%. Construction and elec-
tronic design have been described [12,13].

The integral nonlinearity is 0.8 pixel for the x coordinate and 1.5 pixel
for the y. The average picture element is a rectangular unit of about 1.6 mm
side lengths (i.e., Ax = 1.595, Ay = 1.609 mm/pixel). Comparison of linearity
tests conducted at intervals over a year showed that the systematic error in
coordinate measurements remained invariant (Figure 7). The systematic error
in the y coordinate, within 0.1 pixel, is a function of the y coordinate
alone, and the systematic error in the x coordinate is a function of both
coordinates. The magnitude of the error Is small compared with the 4 mm
spatial resolution of the detector.

The differential nonlinearity of the detector was measured by contin-
uously sweeping its sensitive area with a very wide attenuated beam. Areas of
higher counting probability differ by as much as 15% from areas of lower
counting probability. The average intensity in successive columns oscillates
by 2%. Comparison of counting probability measurements taken at intervals
since the last renewal of the counting gas in 1974 indicated a gradual
deterioration from an originally almost uniform counting efficiency. The
uneven sensitivity profoundly distorts data taken at any counting rate. A
matrix of correction factors was constructed by locally averaging measured
counting probabilities. When this was applied to the diffraction of water
[14], the expected flat and featureless intensity distribution was obtained,
and integration errors were within the limits of the statistical error. The
correction matrix is readily available during experimentation, and it is
routinely used in data reduction.

Fig. 7. The systematic error in the x coordinate (a) and the y coordinate
(b) is plotted as a function of the coordinate. The data points are
calculated as the difference of the average of the measured coordi-
nates along a row (a) or line (b) of raster points and the geomet-
rical target value. Data from 4 raster scans taken within a year
are compiled in these correlations.



II. THE BIOLOGY SMALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING BEAM LINE.

The National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory is a new dedicated synchrotron facility specifically designed for
high source brightness. The source is well suited for a point-focusing, high
resolution SAXS spectrometer. The parameters of the biology SAXS beam line
were largely determined by the characteristics of the synchrotron source and
the different types of biological samples to be studied. The resulting design
evolved from the following criteria and constraints:

1) Real space resolution >5000 8. The purpose of the SAXS instrument is
to make small momentum transfer measurements on samples with large radii of
gyration or large unit cell sizes (e.g., viruses, ribosomes, muscle).

2) Angular resolution <0.2 mrad, 3O that adjacent orders of large unit
cell structures may be resolved and to obviate or minimize deconvolution
procedures.

3) Wavelength/energy range 0.6 - 3 8/20 - 4 keV. This range extends
from the K-edge of molybdenum to the optimum wavelength for a -0.1 mm protein
sample.

4) Wavelength resolution A>/> < 10 . This is the minimum pr^cisio-
required for anomalous scattering measurements.

5) Beam size at sample ~ 2 x 9 mm (maximum). Biological samples are
snail.

6) Focused spot size ~ 0.3 x 0.3 mm' (minimum), to match the detector
resolution. The focused spot size may be increased up to the size of the
source with concomitant decrease in resolution.

7) Source size 2ax = 0.5 mm, 2ay = 0.2 mm, nominal source parameters for
the X-12 beam.

OPTICS

The optical layout of the SAXS beam line is shown schematically in Figure
8. The first mirror images the source to a focus 7120 mm downstream of the
tangent point. Because this mirror sees "white" radiation and is located
behind the x-ray ring shield wall, making it inaccessible during operation of
the synchrotron, we have chosen to use a toroidal figured mirror fabricated
from silicon carbide. SiC offers the advantages of high radiation resistance
due to its high bond strength, and good thermal stability of the mirror figure
as a consequence of its small thermal expansion coefficient. Further, the
hard ceramic can be polished to a super smooth finish thus minimizing surface
defect caused scattering away from the specularly reflected beam [15].

Adjustable, beam-defining slits are positioned at the focal point of the
first mirror. A second mirror images these slits to a focus 25 120 mm down-
stream of the tangent point. Since the ultimate focused spot size is an image
of the slits, not the actual source, this size can be adjusted to fit the
resolution requirements of an experiment. The second mirror is a cylinder,



bent to approximate an ellipsoid, and fabricated from electroless nickel
coated aluminum.

Table 3 summarizes the geometrical parameters of the two beam line
mirrors. Both mirrors image 1:1; both are coated with rhodium, a high 2 metal
without important absorption transitions in the 0.6 - 3 % wavelength range.
The mirrors are installed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) sections of the beam
line. As indicated in Figure 8, the second mirror is inverted (about the x-
ray beam axis) relative to the first to obtain a horizontal output beam. Full
kinematic control of the position of each mirror is achieved with three
remotely controllable stepping motors which define a surface plane for each
mirror. The mirrors are being fabricated by Astron Developments, Ltd.,
Hounslow, U.K.

Table 3. Beam Line Mirrors

Mirror l:Toroid Mirror 2:Cylinder

Focal length (mm) 1780 4500

Meridional radius (m) 1187 3000
Sagittal radius (mm) 10.7 27.0
Length (mm) 480 680
Width (mm) 10 30
Nominal incident angle (mrad) 3 3

The monochromator used on the SAXS beam line incorporates two crystals
mounted in a non-dispersive configuration to produce an output beam whose
position and angle, with respect to the input beam, are fixed as the wave-
length is tuned. The device is UHV-compatible. It employs a right angle
"boomerang" linkage to maintain the Bragg planes of the two crystals parallel
while keeping a fixed offset between them [16]. A single stepping motor drive
controls the Bragg angle of the two crystals.

The monociiromator can be operated in either one or two angular ranges: a
short wavelength configuration which encompasses Bragg angles between 8° and
15°, and a long wavelength configuration, spanning angles between 13.5° and
70°. With Si (111) crystals, for example, wavelengths between 0.9 8 and 5.9 S
are selectable. The monochromator design has the additional advantage that
the crystal holders can be reproducibly mounted. Crystals can therefore be
pre-aligned in holders prior to insertion in the monochromator, resulting in
rapid interchangeability.

Fig. 8. Schematic layout of the optical components of the SAXS beam line.

SPECTROMETER

As defined here, the SAXS spectrometer is a device for suppi rting and
positioning the sample and the detector. The Biology/NSLS SAXS spectrometer
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has been designed to incorporate a high degree of versatility consistent with
the variety of biological samples to be studied. Figure 9 shows a schematic
view of the spectrometer. In order to provide maximum access to the sample
position and ancillary sample apparatus, the detector arm is cantilevered from
an offset 29 axis. This allows the space below and to one side of the
spectrometer, from the sample to the detector, to be unobstructed.

The spectrometer incorporates motions for beam tracking in the horizontal
and vertical, and raster scan calibration of the detector, in addition to
movements for positioning the sample relative to the beam, and the detector
L-elative to the sample (see Figure 9 and Table 4). A number of different
sample-containing devices can be mounted at the sample position. Presently, a
three-circle goniometer and multiple-sample sample changer (Rigaku Corporation
2455 V5X) are available; additional sample-containing devices including a
stopped-flow cell and a T—jump cell are planned.

All of the spectrometer motions are automated. The control system con-
sists of a stepping motor and position encoder for each axis. A general
purpose stepping motor control unit (MCU) [17], logically situated between the
experiment control computer and the motor power supplies, converts computer
generated commands into the transistor-transistor logic pulse trains which
causes the selected motor power supply to step its motor. A video display
which is an integral part of the MCU provides information on the status of
each motion as well as the MCU itself.

Prudent radiation safety requires that the spectrometer be enclosed

within a radiation-tight enclosure (hutch). The hutch dimensions are 8 x 2 x

3.6 m , enclosing the spectrometer and providing space for personnel entry.

Under normal beam-on operating conditions, access to the hutch is prohibited;

conversely, hutch entry can be gained only by first closing the photon shutter

which releases a Kirk-key interlock. The hutch is entered through either of a

pair of sliding doors, one of which can be opened up to the sample at any

sample position-

Table 4. Spectrometer Motions

Motion Description Range Resolution

A Beam follower, horizontal direction ± 50 mm 12 urn
B Beam follower, vertical direction ± 50 mm 12 urn
C Sample to detector distance 500 - 3000 mm 300 um
D Detector horizontal travel ± 62.5 mm 15 um
E Spectrometer carriage travel 0-3000 mm 400 um

Moves sample and detector relative
to beam focus

F Sample position, vertical ± 12.5 mm 6 vn
29 Detector rotation about horizontal -5° - +3 0.01°

pivot axis
u Sample rotation about horizontal axis 0-360° 0.01°
X Sample rotation about axis 1 to u 0-360° 0.01°
$ Sample rotation about axis 1 to x 0-360° 0-01°
SC Sample changer indexer No. 1 - No. 43 1
AT Linear translation of attenuators No. 1 - No. 10 1
> Monochromator, wavelength selection 8° - 70° < 5xlO~5°
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Fig. 9. Schematic drawing of the SAXS spectrometer. The remotely control-
lable motions are indicated.

DETECTORS

Three different position-sensitive detectors will be used for photon
counting with the SAXS spectrometer: a high-resolution, high-rate linear
detector, a very-high-rate, linear detector, and an area detector. Several
detectors are necessary because no single device has the ideal characteristics
for all types of experiments. Both the detector mounting hardware and the
data acquisition software have been designed to permit rapid interchange of
the detectors. All three detectors have been designed and built by the staff
of the BNL Instrumentation Division. The detectors are briefly described
here.

The first linear detector is a multi-anode, gas-filled proportional
counter with an active area of 10 x 2 cm [18]. This detector achieves high
counting rates (2 x 10 /sec) and excellent spatial resolution (~100 um).
Position encoding is accomplished using a delay line to read out the induced
charge on cathode strips arising from an avalanche at an anode wire.
Reasonable detector efficiency is obtained with argon or xenon gas flow at
near atmospheric pressure.

We have measured the resolution and linearity of this detector using a
Ni-filtered Cu-Ka source collimated to 32 um. With an Ar + C02 (20%) gas
mixture, the limiting resolution was 250 Jim at an avalanche charge of 3 x 10
e. The integral non-linearity was less than 0.02%. The lower resolution we
see in comparison with xenon [18], probably arises from the greater photo-
electron range in argon.

This first linear detector will be employed in small-angle scattering
experiments requiring high position resolution and moderately high counting
rates. The analysis of phase related broadening or splitting of lipid bilayer
diffraction peak profiles would be one example [19].

The high flux from the synchrotron source opens the possibility of doing
time-resolved diffraction experiments on a millisecond or even sub-millisecond
time scale. For example, the kinetic analysis of ligand-induced conforma-
tional changes in enzymes or receptors using stopped-flow rapid mixing tech-
niques or the correlation of muscle contractile events, following stimulation,
with diffraction intensities [20]. These dynamic diffraction experiments
require a detector capable of counting at very high rates. The second linear
detector for the SAXS station is a multiple element proportional chamber
comprised of 128 individual anode wires within an active area 10 x 2 cm •
Each anode is connected to an amplifier, discriminator, and sealer so that
each anode constitutes an independent detector element. This configuration
minimizes counting processing dead-time since the processing time for a given
element is independent of the other elements [21]; hence, a very high overall
counting rate is achieved. The amplifier per wire detector is designed to
attain a counting rate of -»10 /sec/element or ~10 /sec over the entire
detector surface.
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The third detector to be used on the SAXS spectrometer is a position-
sensitive area detector with an active surface 10 x 10 cm2. This detector is
presently under development. It will have 512 resolution elements parallel to
the anode wires (high resolution axis) and 256 resolution elements in the
orthogonal direction (low resolution axis). In order to achieve a high
counting rate and high resolution, the detector will use the centroid finding
method [22] of position sensing. The design goal Is a counting rate of
—10^/sec over the entire detector area with a position resolution of ~0.3 x
0.6 mm2. This detector will be used in experiments requiring simultaneous
recording of a large portion of the diffraction pattern, for example, dynam-
ical measurement of meridional and off-meridional layer-line reflections from
muscle during contractions.

Parameters of the three detectors are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Detector Parameters

Type

Dimension (mm)
Elements
Position Resolution (FWHM)
Position Accuracy
Counting Rate (c/s)
Anodes
Readout

Photon Energy
Energy Discrimination

Linear
High Rate

High Resolution

100 x 20
1024
100 pm
±25 um
2 x 105

5
delay line

Linear
Very High Rate

100 x 20
128
1 mm
0*8 mm
10 /channel
128
direct

18 keV > E > 3 keV
>/2, 2>, 3>

Area

100 x 100
512 x 256
300 um (x)
600 um (y)
106

1
centroid
finding

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Data acquisition and experiment control functions for experiments con-
ducted on the SAXS beam line are managed by a multi-processor system which we
summarize here. A more complete description of the system may be found in the
papers by Alberi and Stubblefield [23,24].

The data acquisition system is comprised of four processors, configured
in a hierarchical arrangement (Figure 10), which are responsible for executing
the following tasks: (1) parsing position-encoded data from any one of the
three x-ray detectors into set locations in histogramming memory correlated
with the time-slice numbe. , (2) generating time output from eight 1 Msec pulse
lines and eight excitation voltage outputs, (3) on and off gating of ten
auxiliary sealers, (4) storing acquired data in disk or tape files, (5) dis-
playing accumulated data in graphical form, and (6) controlling mechanical
motions of the spectrometer and monochromator. Information is passed between
processors via a shared memory module termed the "multiport memory subsystem"
[25,26]; a shared memory access port installed on each processor's bus pro-
vides access to the shared memory region [23].
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At the highest level of experiment control is the experiment control
processor. We have chosen to use a commercial minicomputer (Digital Equipment
Corporation LSI-11/23) running a standard operating system (DEC RSX-11M) for
this device. Among the benefits of adopting a commercial system are the
availability of many peripheral components which interface directly with the
LSI-11 Q-bus and the manufacturer's support of system software. Peripheral
devices on the experiment control processor's Q-bus include: (1) a terminal
for entering data acquisition parameters and commands, and for monitoring the
status of data collection, (2) a 10 M-byte Winchester disk which is the RSX-
11M system device, (3) a 9-track tape drive and (4) a 40 M-byte Winchester
disk for data storage, (3) a dual floppy disk drive used for program transfer
to the system disk, (6) an RS-232 serial interface to the motor control unit
(described above), and (7) a shared memory access port.

Through the experiment control processor software, the user generates
parameter files. One of these, the scan parameter file, specifies the motor
step sequence, counting mode (time or count-based gating of the detector), and
data storage medium (disk or tape) to be used; another file, the time-slice
parameter file, contains the starting times and durations of each time-slice,
excitation voltage output times, durations, and amplitudes, and pulse output
times. These files together with a parameter file containing data describing
the experimental configuration e.g., detector array size, histogramming memory
size, etc., define the experiment. An experiment is comprised of one or more
passes through the time-slice and scan sequences.

The experiment control processor software includes routines for the
management of data storage to disk or tape from histogramming memory following
a data collection run. (Experiment parameter and data files belonging to one
user are protected from others by the RSX-11M file protection services.) The
processor also executes software which plots the acquired data.

Two "subfunction" processors (DEC LSI-11/2) are at the next level of the
data acquisition system hierarchy. These are individually devoted to the
control of: (1) time-slicing and (2) display processing. The processors run
the RSX-11S operating system, a memory-based subset of RSX-11M lacking file
management capabilities.

The function of the time-slice processor and its associated hardware is
to interpret the time ordered list of time-slice parameters. At the beginning
of each time-slice, the processor sets a map register defining the base
address in histogramming memory where data for the current time-slice will be
stored. The hardware then controls the gating of the detector and auxiliary
sealers. The processor is also responsible for timing the output pulses and
exitation voltage outputs in concordance with the time-slice parameter list.

The software executing in the display processor generates the ASCII
character terminal control sequences which are output to the display terminal.
Presently, plotting software routines which run on the experiment control
processor call PLOT-10 compatible subroutines. These, in-turn, call function
requests directed to the display processor via shared memory. Ultimately, it
is planned to have the high-level plotting routines resident on the display
processor. A simple call to a display subfunction would then initiate
execution of the plotting task.
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At the lowest level of the system hierarchy is the input/output oper-
ations management processor. Like the other subfunction processors, it is a
DEC LSI-11/2 running the RSX-11S operating system. The primary function of
the input/output management processor is to supply, as required, executable
program images to the other subfunction processors in the data acquisition
system. (Recall that the subfunction processors are without file management
services.) A 7.8 M-byte Winchester disk connected to this processor's Q-bus
stores the executable code.

The final important element of the data acquisition system is the
histogramming memory. Histogramming memory consists of a large dual—ported
MOS memory array of up to 64 M-bytes (presently 2M bytes) . The memory can be
accessed by either a read/increment/write processor [23] through which data
from the detector is incremented into memory, or a shared memory access port
which provides a data path from histogramming memory to any of the system
processors.

Fig. 10. Diagram of the data acquisition and experiment control system.
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